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You want me to put that WHERE?
By Nicholas Fraleigh
This is a common reaction to the suggestion that cannabis can be used as a suppository. Rectal administrations
(suppositories) have an unfairly bad reputation in North America, despite the diverse beneﬁts they oﬀer. This article aims to
educate about the advantages associated with the rectal application of cannabis and provide a simple set of guidelines for
the eﬀective use of suppositories.
There are many advantages to the rectal administration of cannabis not aﬀorded by other routes. Medicine may still be

administered even if the oral route is impaired (e.g., due to vomiting, an injured jaw or throat, or gastrointestinal diﬃculties)
or disallowed due to the oral intake restrictions that are frequently required both before and after surgery. Avoiding the
gastrointestinal tract also prevents ﬁrst-pass metabolism by the stomach and liver, which break down many diﬀerent
molecules into their constituent parts (including Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol, otherwise known as THC), and allows the active
constituents to reach the blood in much higher concentrations.
In the case of THC, the liver transforms around half of what is ingested into the signiﬁcantly more psychoactive metabolite
11-Hydroxy-Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol. While not harmful in and of itself and potentially of therapeutic beneﬁt, this molecule
causes much more intense cognitive eﬀects than THC. Rectal administration not only avoids these eﬀects, but also allows a
much greater proportion of THC to eventually reach the blood stream. This increase in overall eﬃciency is also shown in the
diﬀerent levels of bioavailability that diﬀerent administration routes aﬀord, as seen in Fig. 1. Rectal administration also
allows for medicine to exert eﬀects over localized ailments (e.g., hemorrhoidal tissue, inﬂammation of the rectum, or
tumours in the rectal cavity). This form of use also has a much faster uptake than oral administration (around 10 minutes, on
average) and leads to more consistent blood concentrations of the active constituents. The speed and reliability of their
uptake combined with their circumvention of many of the issues surrounding both ingestion and inhalation make rectal
applications an excellent addition to both new and pre-existing therapeutic regimens.

Fig. 1 – Comparative bioavailability of di騀䈃erent administration routes
Inhalation : 10 – 25% e缀霃ciency, highly variable, depends largely on the individual’s level of experience
Oral : around 20% e缀霃ciency, highly variable, even between doses within a single individual
Rectal : around 50% – 70% e缀霃ciency, with predictable e騀䈃ects even between di騀䈃erent individuals
When designing a personalized medication regimen, it is important to know the various timings involved with a given
administration route. With suppositories, most people will begin to notice initial eﬀects within the ﬁrst 10 – 15 minutes after
insertion. These eﬀects usually last for between 4 – 8 hours, depending on the individual’s physiology and tolerance to
cannabis. This swift increase in eﬀect allows for acute dosing in many cases, although this depends both on the situation
and on speciﬁc individual needs. There are several issues that can slow absorption from the rectum to the blood stream.
Diarrhea and fecal matter can slow or prevent the active ingredients from reaching the rectal wall and being absorbed.
Tumours or cysts on the rectal wall can also slow or prevent absorption. In this case, less medicine would reach the blood,
but as the tumours are likely the intended target(s) of the suppository, the direct delivery of the active constituents may help
prevent an overall reduction in eﬃcacy. Finally, rectal dehydration can drastically reduce the eﬀectiveness of suppositories.
Staying well hydrated by maintaining a healthy consumption of both water and electrolytes should prevent this in most
cases, but speciﬁc medical conditions may cause it as well, in which case the solution may not be as simple. As always, if
there are concerns, a medical professional should be consulted.
Anyone who decides to take advantage of the beneﬁts provided by suppositories should do so with a good understanding of
the process involved. Although not overly complex, the few simple instructions outlined below will enable their eﬀective use.

Instructions

-Before insertion
It is important to wash your hands thoroughly before insertion of a suppository, as germs and bacteria can
enter the body through the rectum.
Disposable medical gloves or a ﬁnger cot can be used for this purpose.
Ensure that ﬁngernails are trimmed and have no sharp edges.
Ensure the suppository is ﬁrm enough to insert.
If it is too soft, harden it in the package by placing it in either the fridge or freezer.
Suppositories can also be quickly hardened in the package by running cold water over them.
If only half of a suppository is being used, cut it lengthwise to make insertion easier.
When cutting, make sure to use a sterile knife or scissors.
Avoid sharp edges! Suppositories can be gently smoothed by hand.
-Insertion
Lie on your preferred side with your top leg pulled up towards your chest.
Lift your upper butt-cheek to expose your rectum.
Insert the suppository lengthwise, with the pointed tip ﬁrst, using your index ﬁnger to push the
suppository in.
-Placement
Ensure the suppository has been inserted past the anal sphincter. If not inserted fully past the sphincter,
some or all of the suppository may be expelled without the active ingredients reaching the rectal wall and
being absorbed into the blood stream.
It is important to not place the suppository too high up in the rectum.
If placed too high, the active constituents will enter the Superior (upper) hemorrhoidal artery, which
leads to the liver. This presents the same problem as oral application, as the liver will metabolize a
signiﬁcant proportion of the active ingredients.
The suppository should ideally be placed around 2 ½ to 4 centimetres (1 to 1 ½ inches) into the
rectum, just past the anal sphincter.
-After insertion
Hold your buttocks together and tightly squeeze the muscles in your sphincter for a few seconds after
insertion to help keep the suppository from sliding out.
Remain lying on your side for several minutes after insertion to allow the suppository to fully diﬀuse
through the rectum. This will also help to prevent the unintended expulsion of the suppository.
Dispose of the glove or ﬁnger cot sanitarily and wash your hands thoroughly using soap and hot water,
paying extra attention to cleaning under the nails and between the ﬁngers.
Be very aware of the possibility of unintended expulsion of melted suppository residue during ﬂatulence
over the next few hours after insertion. If you have ANY doubts, use a toilet.

In order to better serve our diverse member base, we at the V-CBC are currently developing a selection of 3 distinct types of
suppositories. With the diﬀerent constituents and therefore diﬀerent eﬀects provided by each kind, we hope to be able to
supply a suppository that works ideally for each member and their speciﬁc condition.

Maintenance strength (low dose)

For those with a lower tolerance to the eﬀects of cannabis and for consistent dosing over the course of an entire day.
Ingredients:
Organic cocoa butter Three kinds of cannabis inﬂorescences (ﬂowers) infused into organic coconut butter.

Breakthrough strength (high dose)
A strong dose, useful for those with a high tolerance to the eﬀects of cannabis and for those days in which symptoms
are especially intense.
Ingredients:
Organic cocoa butter
Three kinds of cannabis trichomes (hash) infused into organic coconut butter.

CBD (high eﬃcacy, low psychoactivity)
Low psychoactivity combined with the broad spectrum of medical eﬀects aﬀorded by a 1:1 ratio of CBD and THC. See
our “CBD” pamphlet for more details.
Ingredients:
Organic cocoa butter
Organic coconut butter infused with the inﬂorescences (ﬂowers) of two diﬀerent CBD+ varieties of cannabis.
The unique properties provided by the rectal administration of cannabis have the potential to empower many individuals.
Suppositories can be used to reﬁne existing therapeutic regimens to greater eﬀect. Individuals who have been prevented
from using cannabis due to an inability to administer via either inhalation or ingestion can potentially derive beneﬁt from
this wonderful plant for the ﬁrst time. At the V-CBC, we believe strongly in the philosophy of empowering our members with
the education and resources to heal themselves. We hope that these new products will help to do just that.
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 106 COMMENTS
Sharon
This is the method I used to cure my stage IV lung cancer. Except I put .5ml in syringe with .05ml of organic coconut oil, up & in, no mess & no high!
Honestly, the best way.
Thanks very much, excited & illegal healed from Cancer!
SEPTEMBER 24, 2014 AT 10:08 AM

REPLY

Ellie
do cure yours , how many times a day did you use .5ml ///&& how many days / months,,, did this take you ???? Thank you for your
answer..
SEPTEMBER 24, 2014 AT 4:16 PM

REPLY

Sharon
Yes did did work here is my YouTube
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-hUoyXKf81c&autoplay=1
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 12:25 AM

REPLY

Dani
Thanks Sharon, i aim to get hold of some oil and try this method, thank you for your video, it has given me a little confidence
FEBRUARY 14, 2015 AT 5:05 AM

Gezza

REPLY

Hi Sharon. Thank you for posting this. Since reading your story I have felt inspired and reassured and I have also moved to the same
‘delivery’ method. Much easier all round than sub lingual. It’s really great to see the differing levels of bioavailability. Best wishes for
your continued healing. Hoping to be able share my success story soon x (stage 4 nsclc) x
SEPTEMBER 24, 2014 AT 4:32 PM

REPLY

Ron Peterson
My wife has a tumor pressing on the small intestine. We initially were administring CO orally inside a capsule (Size 0 Vege Capsule)
but due to her occasionly vomiting we decided to start rectal administration. We are using these same capsules and my question
is, are we doing the right thing? According to the capsule container the capsule ingredient is Hypromellose. Thanks
NOVEMBER 12, 2014 AT 8:41 PM

REPLY

Sharon
Hi Gezza, thanks for your kind words & looking forward to hearing your success story. God Bless
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 12:27 AM

REPLY

John
Where can you buy this stuff in the UK? What would happen if you just stuck a cannabis bud up there raw, instead of smoking it? Can
you do that ? :-). This stuff fascinates me!
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 12:14 AM

REPLY

DMR
You cannot buy this legally in the UK. I’m not sure what would happen with a raw bud but probably nothing. You need to convert
the THC-A and CBD-A, via decarbing, into THC and CBD to get certain medical benefits ie for cancers.
NOVEMBER 10, 2014 AT 6:06 PM

REPLY

Michelle
Hi. Is it possible to put it in gel see through capsule and then put it into the anal canal. They found lung cancer stage 3b with hubby.
Lost lots of weight and in lot of nerve pain.
NOVEMBER 5, 2014 AT 4:52 PM

REPLY

admin
Tests done with Gel caps have been mixed. They require a fair amount of liquid to break down properly – and rectal applications
don’t seem to work well.
NOVEMBER 8, 2014 AT 7:10 PM

REPLY

Suzanne berry
Hi Sharon did you still sleep all day long with using the back door method ?
NOVEMBER 12, 2014 AT 10:36 PM

REPLY

Sharon
No, I didn’t get a high or sleep all day – this is the best method by far
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 12:28 AM

REPLY

Tamra
I tried it the last 2 nights and it’s helping me sleep. I didn’t feel high at all. When I took this much orally I felt very anxious and
uncomfortable. Thanks for sharing your experience!
DECEMBER 22, 2014 AT 4:34 PM

REPLY

Joan Fiala
Hi Sharon,
I have stage four breast cancer and am trying various methods of administering cannabis, I also do not like the high feeling by taking it
orally. How often are you taking it rectally, what time of the day. Do you use a different syringe each time, which kind of lubricant?

Joan
NOVEMBER 21, 2014 AT 7:55 PM

REPLY

Sharon
Hi Joan, so sorry to hear what you are going through with Breast cancer, this is the best method by far. I was taking two per day.
We mixed .5ml of cannabis oil with .5ml of organic coconut oil over a hot cup of water so we could mix it in well. Than used a small
1ml syringe (no needle) to draw up the mixture, I put a little coconut oil around the area & also on the tip of the syringe & than
straight up & in. Gently guide it all the way up & than squirt. I used a new syringe every time. We purchased them from e-bay $20
for 100. Hope this helps!
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 12:33 AM

REPLY

Tamra
Is this the correct syringe to buy?
http://m.ebay.com/itm/261446225463?nav=SEARCH
DECEMBER 14, 2014 AT 4:47 PM

REPLY

Ron
Hi Sharon, what % THC to CBD oil did you use? Wife has stage IV triple negitave breast cancer, (two and 1/2 years). Been
using very high THC, low CBD oil, low doses oral three times a day (to deal with high) for eight weeks now, very early for
results yet. Watched you youtube. So glad you are happy!
JANUARY 29, 2015 AT 4:14 PM

REPLY

Sarah
How is she doing? I too am a Stage4TNBC
FEBRUARY 24, 2015 AT 5:31 AM

Gazza
Hey Sharon, your story is a real inspiration and offers much needed hope where none currently exists, so thank you.
My wife has multiple lung tumours derived from renal cell carcinoma. Also now it’s just been found she has a 2cm tumour in the brain
and one on the hip (bone). I have acquired some high thc oil and we are about to embark on treating her with it. Whilst she’s currently
in hospital I’ve had a quick and unsuccessful trial run at following your syringe method & wondered if you could offer any guidance. So
my initial goal is to end up with 0.25ml cannabis oil & 0.25ml organic coconut oil (solid before melted, is that the right stuff?) properly
mixed in a syringe. The problem I’m having is the method of getting there. I understand mixing over heat would be ideal…so do you
literally put 0.25ml of both things into something somehow suspended over heat (can you tell me what you use?) then mix with
something?
When I had a go obviously the oil was like tar & I put this & coconut in a tiny glass measuring jar & just stood it in hot water but the CO
didn’t seem to fully integrate, so I stirred it with a mini wood cocktail stick, but the result just didn’t seem properly mixed and it also
seemed to waste some of the precious liquid which remained stuck to the sides as it was hard to uptake due to minuscule amount and
because it was from the flat bottomed mini jug.
Also just another question; when I get it right, do you make up a number of syringes & then refrigerate? Then do you need to heat the
syringes each time before use?
Give me a spanner or power tool any day but as you’ve probably guessed I’m useless with fiddley stuff!
God bless
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 10:30 AM

REPLY

Tamra
I’m truly happy for you Sharon, that is amazing! My first hubby died of lung cancer in 1998. Wish I’d known about it then so I could have
helped him. Hey, what kind of syringe did you use and where did you buy it? I want to try it for some chronic health issues. Thanks!
DECEMBER 14, 2014 AT 4:25 PM

REPLY

RichardB
Sharon, is the target 1ml per day? Is the total target dosage 60mls? My mother has just been diagnosed with Stage IV lung cancer in the
UK. Thanks so much for your story and inspiration. Do you recommend taking any chemo if it’s offered or avoiding chemo and just
taking the cannabis oil, juicing, high Vitamin C and some exercise to oxygenate the body? Thank you again.
DECEMBER 21, 2014 AT 10:04 PM

REPLY

cathy
Can your husband do a youtube video demonstrating the making of the suppository. Please.
DECEMBER 23, 2014 AT 2:44 PM

REPLY

vicki
Will this method work vaginally as well ? Or does it have to be the back door method to be effective?
DECEMBER 29, 2014 AT 3:54 AM

REPLY

Anthony
Hey Sharon, what a great success story and I wish you continued health in the new year. My mother is fighting stage 4 ovarian cancer.
We have started her in the cannabis oil under her tongue. It’s difficult for her and gets a little messy. We are now researching
suppositories and I’m curious about your method. First were you using high thc oil? Second be simply inserting the syringe is there any
leakage? Thank you for your help. God bless.
JANUARY 2, 2015 AT 2:32 PM

REPLY

Cathy
How many times a day did you do this Sharon? Was it a gradual, build up type of thing or did you do it only at night? Bless you for
sharing your information. I was also wondering if your husband would do a quick youtube video of making your mixture and sending it
to me or place it on your grateful youtube site. It would give me confidence.
JANUARY 2, 2015 AT 4:27 PM

REPLY

Silvia
Hi Sharon, I’m new to all of this and am trying to help my dad as he has IV lung cancer can you please confirm did you take the
Northern lights oil and suppositories?
JANUARY 20, 2015 AT 5:02 AM

REPLY

France's burns
Hi, glad u’ve cured yourself xx what did you put coconut oil & Cannibis oil in before putting it “up” there ?Also after mixing coconut oil
with CO. and pulling up into syringe there’s a lot of wasted CO Stuck at bottom of bowl how do you get round this??
JANUARY 26, 2015 AT 8:01 PM

REPLY

France's burns
Did you not lose a lot of oil stuck to syringe?
FEBRUARY 8, 2015 AT 10:45 PM

REPLY

Luis R.Nazario
I’ m a Vet need some help!
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 12:38 PM

REPLY

Lee
what you need help with ?
NOVEMBER 19, 2014 AT 9:45 PM

REPLY

TheAuthor
John: As far as I know, the V-CBC is currently the only organization pursuing the idea of rectal application cannabis, so you probably won’t be able to
purchase a product like this in the UK. Inserting the actual green plant matter without processing is a VERY bad idea. Besides the obvious issues with
irritation, you’re missing 2 important components for this to work: the cannabis needs to be decarboxylated to activate the ingredients by
transforming them from their acid forms (THCA and CBDA, primarily) into their active forms and those forms need to be bonded to a lipid to be able
to cross in any quanitity into your bloodstream. Check out our cookbook, or if you have more questions, please let me know.
Luis: The phone number of the V-CBC is (250) 381 – 4220 and our hours are from 10 – 7 Mon – Sat and 11 – 6 Sun and statutory holidays. Give us a
call and we will do our very best to help! At the least, we should be able to answer any questions you have.
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 3:29 PM

REPLY

jarett
i think john wanted help witht he insertion process eww lol…how can i do this from home? i live in bama where isnt legal yet but even
my dr has encouraged me to partake for my health
OCTOBER 1, 2014 AT 4:25 AM

REPLY

Gloria
What about patients with colostomy? Will suppositories absorb normally or the content will just leak out through the stoma?
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 3:50 PM

REPLY

TheAuthor
Gloria: It seems possible, this page has some info. http://library.nhsgg.org.uk/mediaAssets/Nursing%20and%20Midwifery/2.16%20%20Suppositories%20into%20a%20colostomy.pdf
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 3:57 PM

REPLY

Mary
Is the same true for using suppository but through vaginal application?
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 7:41 PM

REPLY

TheAuthor
In theory, yes. The blood absorption between the vaginal canal and the rectum is basically the same, so that aspect should work fine.
That being said, the internal environment of a vagina versus the internal environment of a rectum are pretty different. The only things I
would be worried about would be the possibility of increased sensitivity to irritation (unlikely considering what we’re talking about, but
still could be an issue) and the possiblility of somehow creating an imbalance in the pH of the vagina or some such (also seems pretty
unlikely).
Good question! We still need to recruit some of our female members to do trials on these. I would say that if you plan to attempt to
create your own vaginal suppositories using cannabis that you start very small, and watch for any unintended effects for a few days to
a week of very mild use before beginning heavier use.
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 9:39 PM

REPLY

Mary
Thank you. I look forward to reading your future articles.
SEPTEMBER 25, 2014 AT 9:54 PM

REPLY

TheAuthor
Thank you, that’s very kind.
SEPTEMBER 26, 2014 AT 12:15 AM

REPLY

Mamakind
I’ve been researching this particular method—vaginal suppositories–for a while. The pH issue is more profound than you’d think.
Also, when you think about what a vagina is for, as opposed to a rectum, and you’ll understand the more stringent sanitary
requirements for vaginal suppositories.
It’s an ongoing project.
Great article!
NOVEMBER 28, 2014 AT 11:16 AM

REPLY

neek
Mixing the oil with refined organic coconut oil would help level out any pH balance issues.
DECEMBER 29, 2014 AT 8:26 AM

bre
yeah but coconut oil has anti bacterial properties which could effect the ecology of the vagina, killing off beneficial
bacteria and allowing candida to thrive…and no body likes a yeast infection…

REPLY

might consider an oil that doesn’t have antibacterial qualities unless you are looking at battling bacterial vaginosis
without antibiotics.
DECEMBER 30, 2014 AT 7:54 PM

Cat
I am healing myself from cervical dysplasia and I plan to try the suppositories in the vaginal can. Any other suggestions or support
would be appreciated. Thank you!
DECEMBER 20, 2014 AT 10:57 PM

REPLY

Frankie
Aloha and mahalo for your article. Would you please provided your references related to the bioavaiability of Cannabis routes. Mahalo for your time.
Aloha,
Frankie
SEPTEMBER 26, 2014 AT 3:54 AM

REPLY

admin
Frankie:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3570572/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2689518/#S2title
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/1664466
http://www.cannabis-med.org/data/pdf/2001-03-04-8.pdf
http://www.nature.com/clpt/journal/v34/n3/abs/clpt1983179a.html
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0091305791903534
http://books.google.ca/books?
id=VgvnaIK8UwgC&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=rectal+thc+hemisuccinate&source=bl&ots=uLhcqwJbLN&sig=dNYkbqyvh_sq4DzblF3zd_VyDo&hl=en&sa=X&ei=aPUmVMK5LaWIjAKpy4Eg&ved=0CEAQ6AEwBg#v=onepage&q=rectal%20thc%20hemisuccinate&f=false
http://books.google.ca/books?
id=VgvnaIK8UwgC&pg=PA145&lpg=PA145&dq=rectal+thc+hemisuccinate&source=bl&ots=uLhcqwJbLN&sig=dNYkbqyvh_sq4DzblF3zd_VyDo&hl=en&sa=X&ei=aPUmVMK5LaWIjAKpy4Eg&ved=0CEAQ6AEwBg#v=onepage&q=rectal%20thc%20hemisuccinate&f=false
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014 AT 6:27 PM

REPLY

Ermin
Is THC-HS the same as Delta 9 THC? Is THC-HS found in fully extracted cannabis oil?
DECEMBER 31, 2014 AT 4:05 AM

REPLY

ken reyklin
i use a syringe and put oil in Mcdonalds straws and put in freezer and cut off what i need,works great
SEPTEMBER 26, 2014 AT 5:35 AM

REPLY

admin
This is a novel idea!
Small form factor, and easily created in anyones home kitchen. Thanks for sharing Ken.
Dieter MacPherson
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014 AT 7:20 PM

REPLY

Lee
i like this idea easy every home suppository molds fill , freeze and then cut to length
NOVEMBER 19, 2014 AT 9:49 PM

JUDY

REPLY

I am writing to ask your opinion on the case of a friend, 8 year old Sam Martin. Please see attached pic.
here is his story;
Late July 2013 my little world was turned upside down and inside out when I was
diagnosed with an “adult type, Stage 3 Fibrosarcoma”. Big words that mean a
cancerous lump was, and still is, growing on the side of my face.
I have been in hospital now since I was told I had
cancer and have had a lot of tests and special
medicines to help me get better, mum and dad have been with me the whole time which has been cool. I’m keeping count of all the tests I’ve had
and have told dad when I’m better he is having the same
number of needles as I’ve had, my dad does not like needles
The doctors seem to think I will need treatment for a long time but I am doing my best to prove them wrong to get well and back to being a kid again
as soon as I can.
We are wondering if putting medical marijuana directly on the tumour protruding from Sam’s ear would be safe.
Sam has been sent home to die, This is a very recent picture taken after his long stink of radiation and chemo.
Sam has his pain under control with medical marijuana but cannot speak and is in a very bad way at the moment.
Any thoughts you have would be greatly appreciated.
SEPTEMBER 26, 2014 AT 8:24 AM

REPLY

admin
Judy,
If you would like to have a discussion on this topic could you please contact me here info AT v-cbc DOT ca .
Dieter MacPherson
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014 AT 7:12 PM

REPLY

Buck
I saw it cure a skin cancer in under three weeks. The large mole looking cancer fell off in two weeks and new pink skin had already
started growing. Now, you can’t even tell where the cancer was. I would definitely try it.
NOVEMBER 22, 2014 AT 12:46 AM

REPLY

JUDY
Do you think that using a suppositry would be more beneficial for bone cancer pain than taking it orally and what about cure rates, are thry any
better with rectal application?
SEPTEMBER 26, 2014 AT 8:47 AM

REPLY

admin
Hello Judy,
These are tough questions to answer with any sort of certainty. Cannabis is complicated, as is the human body. For pain management
many find the inconsistancies of oral administration a difficult barrier and the act of smoking not appropriate. Rectal administration
allows for more consistant blood plasma levels in a given individual – which can be beneficial.
As for cancer cure rates – there are no readily available indications or dosage regimens on this subject. Preliminary clinical research has
shown certain cannabinoids can be effective at slowing the spread (and in some cases reducing) certain forms of cancer. Unfortunately
hard facts and human trials are lacking.
There are many anecdotal reports of patients having success at treating certain forms of Cancer through large doses of Cannabis
derrivitives, including Tommy Chong use of rectal suppositories.
Hope this helps.
Dieter MacPherson
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014 AT 7:10 PM

REPLY

Lisa
Hi my Father-in-Law has liver cancer with serosis of the liver,testicular and breast cancer.I have been advised due to his liver condition to use CO
suppositories.Can you please tell me,can I use normal gel caplets filled with the oil and coconut/organic cocoa butter? Does the melting of solid oils
cause any issues? And does the caplet melt? Sorry for all the questions it’s just that we are running out of time and need to get our plan of action
together.Thanks for reading
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014 AT 8:05 AM

REPLY

admin
Hello Lisa,
Gel capsules do not disolve fast enough in the rectum to make them a viable option (we have tested this, its uncomfortable at best).
The melting of solid oils is the aim when creating a Cocoa Butter suppository. Be aware that when you heat Cocoa Butter past 35
degrees C it reduces its melting point. We suggest storing suppositories made with either fat be stored in the fridge prior to use to
allow for insertion without pre-melting in the hand.
You can also infuse your Cannabis into Cocunut oil and then combine that with Cocoa Butter to achieve the desired consistancy.
Dieter MacPherson
SEPTEMBER 27, 2014 AT 7:19 PM

REPLY

Jennifer
Hello. I was wondering if you could use budder instead of cocoa butter and CO. I have access to some in clarified butter that already has been made
with cannabis, that I normally use for cooking. Could I just mold some into a supp.?
Also, any thoughts on efficacy in someone with Crohn’s disease?
SEPTEMBER 28, 2014 AT 5:04 PM

REPLY

admin
Im a bit confused, are you reffering to the cannabis extract “Budder”, or the dairy product “Butter” ? As for using clarified butter, in
theory it would still serve as a vehicle for the cannabinoids to enter your body. I am unsure as to how easy it would be to insert.
SEPTEMBER 28, 2014 AT 11:06 PM

REPLY

Jennifer
Cannabis oils extracted into clarified dairy butter (ghee). I made one and put it in the fridge to make insertion easy. Tried it. Didn’t
feel very high but got better pain relief than smoking/vaporizing.
SEPTEMBER 29, 2014 AT 7:19 AM

REPLY

admin
Glad it worked. The symptom management should be more long lasting and balanced. Blood plasma levels rise quickly and
plateau , unlike smoking or vaporization which make for a parabolic curve of thc (Or other constituents) in the blood stream.
We are also testing out adding small amounts of bees wax to improve portability and storage.
SEPTEMBER 29, 2014 AT 5:36 PM

REPLY

Vanessa
Would the cannabis show up in a urine test if used as a suppository? It’s still illegal in my state but my pain medications
don’t give me sustained pain relief. I have a liver enzyme deficiency that causes me to metabolize any medications really
fast. It sounds like a suppository would be the best delivery method for pain medication for someone like me. I know
how well cannabis works for my pain but, seeing as I’m in a pain management program, I can’t partake without the risk
of losing my contract and my social security disability benefits.
DECEMBER 23, 2014 AT 1:08 AM

roni
Hi my husband has sclc, I’m trying to find out if there is a combo of thc an cbd oil. Or just buy both and give cbd in the day, and thc at night, any
advice?
SEPTEMBER 29, 2014 AT 7:53 PM

REPLY

Sharon
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-hUoyXKf81c&autoplay=1
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 12:36 AM

John
I have mesothelioma. I have been taking this oil as a suppository for a few weeks now with no change seen on my last X-ray. Does this oil cure
mesothelioma. There is no conventional cure. Would you give any other advise as to what I should do? Thanks
OCTOBER 2, 2014 AT 12:21 PM

REPLY

OCTOBER 2, 2014 AT 12:21 PM

REPLY

Dom
Vapourize the plant material if you have lung cancer and breathe the vapour back into the bag and recycle it to improve moisture and
bioavailability. The best way to avoid metabolism by the liver is to give the enzymes other work in the form of gingko giloba and
apigenin which busy the CYP2C9 enzymes that also metabolise THC delta 9. Also eat fat eg 15ml coconut oil 30 min before dosing. Take
with the gingko and apigenin and some piperine . Oral bioavailability is more varied than the piece suggests 4-20% . Suppositories do
not entirely avoid first pass metabolism but are usually superior to ingestion. Consider inhalation through the nose for brain/head
cancers and tinctures for the same area. Follow a low tyramine maoi diet if taking apigenin.
OCTOBER 23, 2014 AT 12:25 AM

REPLY

Don
Do you have recipes to share?
OCTOBER 16, 2014 AT 5:39 PM

REPLY

Alice
Are there any particular side effects of using rectal cannabis. Someone told me it could cause constipation. Any knowledge on this?
NOVEMBER 4, 2014 AT 8:54 PM

REPLY

Sal
On the contrary!! I’ve just begun, ‘least a week & I like it much better than swallowin, & if anything, it’s ‘Cleanin me out’!! Good Luck!!
NOVEMBER 20, 2014 AT 7:10 AM

REPLY

Joan
I have stage 3 peritoneal mesothelioma. Had HIPEC surgery and 3 chemo treatments. How much oil would you suggest I take rectally? Can it be
inserted without coconut oil? Should I be on a special diet or alkalize in any way? Have you heard of any success stories from people with this rare
cancer? Any advice is greatly appreciated. Thank you.
NOVEMBER 5, 2014 AT 1:49 AM

REPLY

Mr Right Reverend Gregory Karl Davis
The use of 1 ML syringe to administer, ‘naturally derived Dronabinol’ (cannabis extract) with MCT Oil as the carrier will be recommended for all
patients. Eureka! This Universal Orthodox revelatory healing ministry as True Christian (Emanuel Swedenborg 1688-1772) Religion for the anointed
Ones is NOT limited by borders. Facebook gregorykarl.davis NPI 1710387691
NOVEMBER 19, 2014 AT 3:47 AM

REPLY

De Deckere Peter
Very interesting information ! Does this mean that if you use suppositories that you can halve the dose since the bioavaiability is nearly triple
compared to oral ?
Thanks !
NOVEMBER 19, 2014 AT 10:53 AM

REPLY

Mark
Hi. Thanks for this.
2 questions /
1. As regards the Phoenix Tears Protocol, and bearing the higher bioavailability in mind, can this be followed using suppositories alone ie building to
approx 1g per day via the backdoor?
2. In the case of glioblastomas etc. would you combine with oral therapy or even vaping? If so, in what ratios?
May thanks in advance.
NOVEMBER 21, 2014 AT 5:04 AM

REPLY

msspelled
Someone mentioned using these vaginally. I have cervical cancer, although they removed my cervix the FIRST time they “cured” me. To date my
doctors have cut, burned, frozen, and had me use acid on said area. In every instance THEY determined I could handle the “treatment” without giving

me anything for pain, I started using smaller sized suppositories inserted directly next to the cancer last night. Gotta say it’s about as messy as the
treatments for yeast, it goes EVERYWHERE after it melts, even when remaining in a reclining position. Not sure how much was able to get into my
system. I’m going to try making it a bit more concentrated and use a bit less oil in order to keep the medicine in place. Perhaps I’ve lost some space
with all the tissue removal. There isn’t anyway for me to make a determination about that. I’ll post again after making the adjustments and let all ya’ll
know how it goes. Shalom
NOVEMBER 21, 2014 AT 1:39 PM

REPLY

Mari
Hi, my daughter has been fighting a brain tumour for the past 10 years she is nearly 11, cannabis oil is our next step, any advice would
be grately accepted
FEBRUARY 3, 2015 AT 8:31 PM

REPLY

Cannabis Killed My Terminal Stage IV Lung Cancer | Hemp Truth
[…] READ FULL ARTICLE HERE. http://cannabisdigest.ca/cannatory/ […]
NOVEMBER 24, 2014 AT 10:53 AM

tracy
My friends husband has throat cancer..he’s been using the suppository but now his anal area is extremely sore & irritated..any advice is appreciated.
NOVEMBER 26, 2014 AT 5:46 AM

REPLY

eulette
try using coconut oil to make it easier to go in
DECEMBER 5, 2014 AT 5:47 AM

REPLY

Jennifer
I am looking for information for my dad. He has stage 4 pancreatic cancer and lung cancer. We are wanting to try the cannabis oil to cure his cancer.
My question is: I have a way to get the cannabis oil but I am unsure how to mix it with the coconut oil to insert rectally. Any suggestions on how to do
this properly. We were planning on using a syringe to inject it rectally. We are desperate for a cure and answers!
DECEMBER 5, 2014 AT 11:45 PM

REPLY

Angsf
I am interested in the same thing as I have 85yo mum with stomach and pancreatic cancer.. Have been told to heat coconut oil and mix
in co 1:1 and then insert 1ml..! Hope we can all get some help and answers…
DECEMBER 7, 2014 AT 7:24 PM

REPLY

joan mackenzie
Wow! am impressed, for many centuries opium was used by the same means, for a cleaner and more effective delivery. Personally, cannot see why
the straight heads or bud would not work, same as opium does. These people here have serious health issues, and my wish for them that the
beloved cannabis has desired effect and healing. My question is: would this method of “ingestion” outsmart the cannabis breath test?… have been
eating cannabis and am always afraid of what residue or levels would appear after, say, 24 hours, should I be roadside breathe tested? x
DECEMBER 7, 2014 AT 5:05 AM

REPLY

De Deckere Peter
Hi Jenifer and angsf ! In a post from budbudies.uk I read that they advise to start day 1 to 5 with 25 mg once a day. Day 6 to 10, twice 25 mg a day.
Day 11 to 15, 4 times 25 mg. Day 16 to 20, 4 times 50 mg. Day 21 to 25, 4 times 100 mg. Day 26 to 31, 4 times 150 mg. From day 31 on, 4 times 250
mg. The rest is a matter of mathematics. If you want to do it with a syringe, the first 20 days will be difficult to measure because it’s so little to insert.
A correct dosage is easier if you make your own suppositories. You can buy plastic moulds to make them in. As far as I read, 1 ml of oil is roughly 1
gram so if you know or measure with a syringe how many ml goes in 1 mould for your suppository you can mathematically work out how much oil
you have to mix with how much coconut oil to make suppositories of the correct dosage. Just warm it up together “au bain marien and mix it till it
looks like the oil is evenly mixed throughout the coconut oil. Suck it up with a syringe and fill your moulds. To make it all even more precise: 1 ml of
coconut oil weighs 0,92 grams I found out somewhere on the Internet. Let the suppositories cool down and harden. You can store them in the fridge
and … well … Insert them as necessary or prescribed ! I hope this is helpfull info to you !
Peter.
DECEMBER 7, 2014 AT 10:57 PM

REPLY

REPLY

karen
Hi All I have my pheonix tears in hemp oil mixed 1 gram in 10ml of oil. I have been inserting with a small seringe 2.5ml 4 times a day to reach
recommended intake. I often find that in the mornings when i wee i notice alot of oil in the toilet which means i am loosing alot of the precious oil.
would making the supositories be better than seringe use? cheers all
DECEMBER 9, 2014 AT 2:42 PM

REPLY

Neville Kelly
Hi Admin / Author,
I think I understand the concept of the first pass with suppositories. The CO goes straight into the bloodstream, bypassing the stomach altogether
and the liver first time round. If someone has (gastric) cancer. Not sure what they meant there, might be a typeo, but has mets to the liver. Would
supps still be the best way to go?
Thanks
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 1:42 AM

REPLY

veryworrieddaughter
My mom has primary liver cancer (HCC) Is it ok if she takes the oil orally, since that will pass thru the liver? Thank you
DECEMBER 12, 2014 AT 5:05 AM

REPLY

Debbie B
Orally is the avenue that most people have been using; this “back-door” method is a new innovation if you don’t like the psychological
effects of the cannabis. I am sure she could take it orally.
JANUARY 1, 2015 AT 3:22 AM

REPLY

Debbie B
forgot to mention: just google “rick simpson oil” for cancer and you will find instructions or where to purchase if you live in a
medical marijuana state.
JANUARY 1, 2015 AT 3:24 AM

REPLY

Johnny
More info at http://icureyou.com – please join our group and share your stories.
DECEMBER 18, 2014 AT 1:54 AM

REPLY

Buck
I was wondering could you use high grade pollen that has been pressed into block hash then shaped while still warm with coconut oil into a
suppository and if so what would be a good place to start for dosing to help with chronic pancreatitis?
DECEMBER 23, 2014 AT 4:38 PM

REPLY

Gina
It has to be heated first to decarb
DECEMBER 30, 2014 AT 1:15 AM

REPLY

Debbie
I have CLL and have been ingesting cannabis sublingually oil since July with very little results. I am wondering if the rectal administration would make
more sense and I would have better results?
DECEMBER 23, 2014 AT 5:30 PM

REPLY

Gina
Very informative thank you
DECEMBER 30, 2014 AT 1:15 AM

REPLY

David
What does “THC-HS” mean on the graph?
DECEMBER 30, 2014 AT 10:01 AM

REPLY

SORE!
I’m getting desperate atm, I have been using cannabis suppository’s for a few months, never had a problem until the last few days, since Thursday
each time i insert a suppository within minutes i get extreme pain in lower stomach i try and ignore it so the oil has time to work but am fighting the
urge constantly until i go to the toilet where my bowel/ body seems to convulse ! it feels like im trying to give birth out of my anus!!! the pain is
intense. extreme! I cant stand it any longer and thinking i might have to stop using the oil because im frightened that I’ll have a prolapse or
something! before i die from the stage 4 colon cancer that! i have I cant find any good information about it and I’m so scared !
thank you for any info u can give me
JANUARY 8, 2015 AT 7:42 AM

REPLY

JlVanta
What kind of suppositories are you using ? Are they pure oil inside capsules?
I think for best results as Sharon stated above is to mix Pure Extra Virgin Coconut Oil + Cannabil Oil and put it in a syringe and
administer it directly.
Always use Oil from a trusted source, or better, if you can Grow + make your own Oil.
Hope you get better, and that pain goes away quickly!
PS: you should check with an MD Ultrasound or Xray that area for more info on whats happening.
Let us hear from you
JANUARY 11, 2015 AT 10:53 PM

REPLY

Paciente con cáncer terminal curada con aceite de cannabis
[…] y su marido investigaron más allá y descubrieron lo que llamaron su “método de puerta trasera” para la entrega de aceite de cannabis. Se
mezclan un medio ml de aceite de cannabis con un […]
JANUARY 13, 2015 AT 7:02 AM

Micheya
Hi – anyone know about low blood pressure while using cannabis oil? My BP has always been below normal, and I’ve heard cannabis can lower it
more. I’ve got stage IV NSCLC and have been trying to up my doses. Thanks!
JANUARY 16, 2015 AT 7:06 AM

REPLY

IB
Hi, my sister has had a colostomy, she has an ileostomy bag. Her back passage is stitched close. She has Krukenburg tumor in her pelvic cavity & In
her ovaries. She’s had chemo the past 4 months. She’s also taken CO via syringe orally. The tumor has grown by another 2cm. She’s losing hope.
Would it be best to try and insert it through the vagina as it is closer to the tumor? She feels the CO may not be reaching her tumor? Please help. I
don’t want to lose my sister. Thank you.
JANUARY 23, 2015 AT 12:04 AM

REPLY

Gerry Malone
I guess that would be the action of the cannabis oil. KEEP AT IT.:) Have you considered SUPPOSITORIES?
FEBRUARY 16, 2015 AT 10:56 PM

Cannabis Suppositories: Why the Posterior Is Superior | UnitedPatientsGroup.com Blog
[…] cannabis, cannabis suppositories also begin to work quickly and last for a long time. Best of all, suppositories are efficient: up to 70 percent of
the medicinal compounds in a suppository are […]
JANUARY 23, 2015 AT 6:45 PM

Magnesium Enemas and Marijuana Suppositories | The Telemedicine Reporter
[…] Fraleigh, in a must read essay, ‘Backdoor Medicine: How Cannabis Suppositories Can Save Lives,’ […]
JANUARY 30, 2015 AT 8:27 PM

REPLY

Paul
All the answers to the questions on Sharon’s stage IV lung cancer and how she took it including doses etc will be available in the Feb issue of Medical
Cannabis Times due to be released this week.
Visit http://www.medicalcannabistimes.com for details…
JANUARY 31, 2015 AT 10:23 AM

REPLY

Danielle
i just went to the link to buy Feb issue to read Sharon’s story and i couldn’t specify to buy Feb issue, im worried if i subscribe it will start
from March. Is there a way i can just purchase the Feb issue?
FEBRUARY 19, 2015 AT 2:11 AM

REPLY

Nour
Hello. I have Crohn’s disease and have had it for 5 years. I’m 26 years old. I Have developed an abscess which was treated with antibiotics in August
but have developed another one and I’m currently taking two antibiotics to treat it now. I’m getting the oil soon but need to make sure that I’m doing
everything right. My Crohn’s disease is getting really bad and I have to start the oil soon. I have organic coconut oil that I bought from Costco and I’m
getting the oil. I need to know do I insert the oil using a syringe or a capsule? Some of these comments sat capsule and some say syringe and if it is
by a syringe should I just buy any 1 ml syringe on eBay or is it a specific one. Also can you go into detail of how to prepare the oil. Do I just put warm
water from the sink in a cup or boiling water and place both oils in a metal bowel and mix them until they turn watery than suck it up with the
syringe and insert it right away while it’s hot or does it have to cool down and let the coconut oil harden again. And do I do this once a day or twice a
day. And do you start off with .5 ml of both oils or do u start at a smaller dose and work your way to .5 ml of each. I also want to know because I’ve
watched Sharon’s video before I got a hold of this site and she used coconut oil and cannabis oil but this site says to use cocoa butter and coconut
butter and cannabis oil. What’s the difference and why use the coconut oil with it can’t you just take the cannabis alone? Thank you I appreciate all
your help
FEBRUARY 4, 2015 AT 3:08 PM

REPLY

Nour
I’m sorry I also forgot to ask, if I took this for let’s say a year and did testing and it showed that my crohns has healed (which no doctor will say
because you can’t cure crohns) when do I know when to stop taking the oil? If The mri and CATscan results show no more inflammation in my small
and large intestines and my abscess is gone is that when I should stop? Or do all of you keep taking it forever. Thanks again
FEBRUARY 4, 2015 AT 3:16 PM

REPLY

Priscilla
My mom, diagnosed with stage 4 metastasized lung cancer, has just started cannibis oil backdoor method. She is experiencing a bowel movement
every time she gives herself a dose. It is acting like a strong laxative for her and she is discarding her dose of medicine right away. Is there anything
to help her keep her meds in and after how long will they be fully absorbed? She does not want to take the oil orally because she cannot tolerate the
high.
FEBRUARY 4, 2015 AT 4:01 PM

REPLY

MIRABEL
My Friend’s Stage IV breast cancer and MS has just been cured with the high Quality CBD oil gotten from drdonaldhealthcare. Cannabis oil is such a
great medication.
To hell with the government and their insane policy, Dr Donald have a medication that is hundred percent assured to cure cancer and you don’t
need to spend so much money anymore on chemo, radiation or surgeries that wouldn’t just work.
Cannabis oil is full of CBD and cannaboids which are healing and repairing components..they help immune system as well as pain..THC works in the
blood stream helps kill cancer cells and stunts growth of tumors.
Where to purchase, contact via > drdonaldhealthcare@gmail.com
My Friend,s Family is now a brand new one, so stop your worries and go get your medication and set the family free of the deadly disease that hold
no respect to family harmony. This also works on seizures, chronic pains, e.t.c
Make your health a better one by using CBD oil in your everyday life.
contact Dr Donald for all type of cancer Cure.
thanks to Dr Donald
FEBRUARY 23, 2015 AT 9:02 PM
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